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Preface

As the final part of my study Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of
Technology, I fulfilled my graduation project in the Electrical Power Systems Group of the
department Power Engineering. In the period February 2003 until March 2004, I contributed to
several measurement campaigns, concentrating on the current distribution for grounding
electrodes and rails on the soil. In the beginning, there were also plans to measure the current
distribution in buildings that contain lightning protection or in HV-towers with GSM
installations. These measurements will be done in the near future.
We set up a series of measurements on the current distribution for a "grounding electrode" in
the soil. To find an appropriate place, I consulted the "Dienst Huisvesting" that take care of the
buildings and installations on the TU/e-campus. Finally, we find a compromise that satisfies
the requirements; 150 metres copper wire was buried in the soil in one straight line, without
cables or constructions in the neighbourhood that can influence the measurements.
Measurements up to 1 MHz, at different weather conditions, were done at the buried wire.
Unfortunately, the used (new) power amplifiers did not meet their specifications and the repair
time delayed new measurements for six months. With data fitting programs, it was still
possible to retrieve correct information and to present two measurements of the current
distribution for a grounding electrode. In addition to the measurements, a model based on
Method of Moments (FEKO) verifies the current decay and input impedance of the
measurement system.
The second part of my graduation project contains measurements on the current distribution
for rails on the soil, in cooperation with Holland Rai1consult. We measured the ac-current
propagation (60 Hz) on a dc-powered railway track in Elst (nearby Nijmegen) during the night
of November i\ 2003. Test measurements were done at a (isolated) railway track in Leusden.
In spite of thorough preparations, we did not reach the desirable accuracy for all
measurements. Because of the high internal impedance of the sensor, any voltage between the
coil and the rails causes an error in the output signal via the capacitive coupling. Nevertheless,
by using margins for the uncertainties, we can present the results of the current decay in the dc
powered railway track. With a simulation in Matlab we verify the measured data and get an
indication for the current decay in different situations. Besides, we measured the self
impedance of a rail up to 10kHz; in the simulation we use the measured value at 60 Hz. The
results of these unique measurements, in combination with further modelling, are accepted for
an oral presentation at the EMC conference 2004 in Eindhoven.
I am pleased with the opportunity that the Electrical Power Systems group and Holland
Rai1consult offered me to contribute several unique measurement campaigns in combination to
theoretical modelling. I am delighted to present the achievements of the last year in this
graduation report.

Paul Hesen,

March 2004
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Summary

In the past, a large amount of research data was done at the modelling of grounding systems.
On the other hand, there is a lack of experimental data for higher frequencies. There is even no
consensus on the practical applicability of the models. For this reason, we performed a series
of measurements on the current distribution over a buried copper wire at the TU/e-campus. We
use two power amplifiers with a phase-shift of 180 degrees to inject one current in two wires
of 75 metres. Through the symmetry of the system, the current flows only in one direction and
returns to the source through the soil.
At distances of 10, 20 and 50 metres from the source, we measured the amplitude and phase of
the current through the wire for frequencies up to 1 MHz. Another value of interest is the input
impedance of the system that we measured for the same frequencies. Until now, we measured
the current distribution only in June and July 2003. The results agree for most frequencies;
only at 50 metres, the differences in current phase and amplitude is larger. Probably
environmental parameters, such as a stream in the neighbourhood or trees, influenced the
results. New measurements can give definite answer, but are delayed more than 6 months due
to the reparation time of both amplifiers. Using fitting programs, we made calculations with
the measured data, but fact remains that the amplifiers did not agree to their specifications.
However, data from successful high frequency measurements are available to verify models
for studying grounding effects. In addition to these measurements, we present a model that is
based on the Method of Moments. Unfortunately, we had to change to soil parameters
manually and could not fit these parameters to the measured data. Nevertheless, three
simulation results, using a two- and three-layer soil structure, are presented in comparison to
the measured data. More simulations, possibly in other programs, are necessary to fit the
measured data more accurately.
The second part of the graduation project contains measurements at railway systems. During
the last decade, the demand arose for a more powerful traction power supply system (25 kV/50
Hz) than the existing 1500 Volt dc-system. Theoretical studies of undesirable coupling
between both systems have already been carried out, but only full-scale measurements prove
the models and analyse the effects of the proposed measures. At location 010 nearby
ElstlNijmegen, we measured the ac-propagation in the dc-railway track during the night of 7
November 2003. In Leusden, we tested the measurement set-up and measured the current
decay. For both locations, we are interested in the "lie-distance", where 63% of the injected 60
Hz-current is injected in the soil. In Leusden this appeared to be 0.48 ± 0.1 km; at location 010
approximately 2.2 ± 0.7 km and even twice as large, when we neglect the current decay in the
first 500 metres from the source. We had to use margins in the results, because we found out in
a critical review that we could not neglect the possible influence of the transfer impedance of
the measurement leads and the capacitive coupling of the sensors. In addition to the
measurements, we simulate the railway track in Leusden with a so-called ladder network. With
the measured data, we calculated the conductance to the ground, assuming that this is constant
over the total track length and the capacitance to the ground is negligible. To have an
indication for the rail self-impedance, we set up measurements at the university and used the
maximum measured value of approximately 200 ll.Q/m at 50 degrees in the simulation. Future
goals are the improvement of the simulations and using GPS (Global Positioning System) in
the measurement system for the phased reference frequency. Besides, it is recommended to use
other sensors for future measurements.
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1. Introduction

In the last decades, a large amount of research work was done at modelling of grounding
systems for higher frequencies and transients. Especially for lightning protection of power
lines, buildings and critical (power) installations, models are used to get an indication of the
safety aspects for man and equipment. On the other hand, there is a lack of experimental work
for higher frequencies. There is even no consensus on the practical applicability of the models.
This graduation project contains several measurements to verify and improve models that can
be used for grounding systems. The first part contains measurements at a buried cable to
investigate the grounding effects of bare metal wires over a large frequency range.
The second part contains measurements at railway systems. During the last decade, the
demand arose for a more powerful traction power supply system (25 kV/50 Hz) than the
existing 1500 Volts dc-traction power supply system. Undesirable coupling between the 25
kV system and external systems may result in high touch voltages and may cause disturbances
in the train detection systems of the dc-system. Theoretical studies have already been carried
out, but they contain uncertainties in parameters, such as the soil resistivity. Only full-scale
measurements prove (and simplify) the models and analyse the effects of the proposed
measures.

2. Description of assignments

The graduation project contains two main parts: section 2.1 describes a study of the grounding
effects of a bare metal cable and section 2.2 contains measurements at railway systems.

2.1 Measurement buried cable

Grounding systems are installed for safety, to limit touch voltages during short circuits in
power systems and to provide a proper path for lightning currents to protect systems. The
protection depends on many parameters, such as the resistivity of the soil and other conductors
in the neighbourhood.
In the Netherlands, distribution systems use both coated and uncoated metal-sheathed cables
for medium and low voltage distribution. Older grids and cable networks contain mainly Paper
Insulated Lead Covered cables (PILC). Gradually, cross-linked polyethylene cables (XLPE)
replace the older cables but many PILC-cables are still in operation. The steel annour and the
lead sheath of such cables usually come in direct contact with the soil after a period of use. In
many cases, such cables take over a portion of a potential ground (fault) current [4,18,19,20].
This usually improves the performance of a grounding system and decreases the touch
voltages. Coated XLPE-cables do not come in direct contact with the soil, so there is no
improvement of the performance of a grounding system.
Theoretical models for the analysis of grounding systems, from 0 Hz to many MHz, are
available and described in many papers, for example [1,2,17,24]. Contrary to the great number
of simulation-oriented papers, there is a great deficiency of carefully documented experimental
work [8]. In particular, data from experiments at high frequencies, up to 1 MHz, are scarce.
For this reason, we performed a series of measurements on the current distribution over a
buried 50 mm2 copper wire. The soil is an inhomogeneous medium that makes it complex to
compare the results with high frequency simulations [5,23]. To avoid more complexities, we
keep the other parameters as simple as possible. Some requirements:

a) The buried wire stretches as one straight line in the earth.

b) There are no known power and telecommunication cables in the direct neighbourhood
of the test site.

c) There are no other constructions or buildings in the neighbourhood of the site that
might influence the measurement results.
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d) The wire is in the ground for at least one year, so we can obtain data for different
weather conditions.

Of course, at the university campus are many power and telecoIllIr.llnication cables in the soil
and constructions that might influence the measurements. Te satisfy the requirements, we
considered several places. Perpendicular cables influence the measurement results less than
parallel cables. Besides, the current in the soil is more compact for higher frequencies;
constructions and cables at more than 15 metres distance have a negligible influence. The best
place to bury 150 metres wire in one straight line appeared to be nearby the stream "Dommel".
The distance between the wire and the stream varies from about five to ten metres. Because the
conductivity of water is better than the soil, we cannot neglect the influence of the stream in
the simulations. In addition, other environmental parameters (trees, a sand hill) might influence
the measurements. Finally, we work out the measured data and compare the results with
simulations in the program FEKO.

2.2 Measurements at railway system

For several years, the demand arose for a more powerful traction power supply at the Dutch
railway systems, because of planning for high-speed lines and heavy freight lines. In order to
harmonize with other European countries, a 25 kV/50 Hz system is introduced; first in the
"Betuweroute", the dedicated heavy freight line connecting Rotterdam Harbour with Germany.
In 2000 the first part of this line was realised, the so-called "Havenspoorlijn". The High-Speed
Line South (HSL-Zuid), presently under construction and connecting Amsterdam to Brussels
and Paris, will also be equipped with this system.
Especially in densely populated areas, such as the Netherlands, there is a growing demand to
integrate railway systems with other infrastructure. However, unwanted coupling [26,28]
between the 25 kV system and other systems may result in higher touch voltages and may
cause disturbances on the train detection systems of the existing 1500 Volt d.c. system.
Theoretical studies are carried out, but only full-scale measurements validate the models and
prove the effects of the proposed measures. We developed a method that has not often been
used in large extended networks such as the rail environment: injection of a current at a single
but very stable frequency. Some requirements for the system are:

a) It should be possible to change the source for different (input) impedances. The touch
voltage of the rails should always be lower than the maximum allowed value of 40
Volt.

b) It should be possible to store the value of the current and the voltage level at the output
of the source.

c) Protection of the source from (outside) disturbance signals, e.g. protection against dc
currents or high frequency disturbances.

d) The system does not interfere with the train detection and control system, which
operates at a frequency of 75Hz.

e) Protection of the system against another train (detection) system that operates at a
pulsed voltage with about 1 /lS rise time and a repetition frequency of 10 ± 0.2 Hz.

Chapter 9 gives an overview of the measurement locations and chapter 10 describes the
measurement techniques. Additionally to the results, mentioned in chapter 11, a Matlab
simulation verifies the current distribution in the first measurements. For this model, it is
necessary to have an indication for the self-impedance of the rails at 60 Hz. In addition to the
available values at power frequency [9-13], we measured the self-impedance for frequencies
up to 10 kHz.
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3. Overview location buried cable

We chose to bury the test-wire at the campus of the Eindhoven University of Technology. By
using a copper (lightning) wire, we are sure that the cable is in good conduction to the soil. We
carefully select the place to bury the cable. Many power and telecommunication cables are
buried in the campus; apparently, the best place was in the neighbourhood of a stream called
"Dommel". Measurements at different times and different weather conditions, partially
eliminate the influence of the groundwater level. In addition, simulation programs can take the
condition of the soil into account by using a two- or three-layer model. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the measurement location.

"Dommel"

Air
r, t""\ r- I" I" I" I"
1- ------- -'------1--- --1-,.....- --~+------ ------1-'
I'-' v

Soil ~ v I'-" v v

'"" v v v v v v

t 0.50m

.......l--------------I~. .......l---------------I~.
75 m 75 m

75 50 20 10 0 10 20 50 75

Figure 1; overview ofthe buried cable andpits

The copper (lightning) cable has a length of 150 metres (two parts of 75 metres) and a
diameter of 8 mm. The depth of the cable is 50 cm and at distances of 10, 20, 50 and 75 metres
from the centre, we placed pits to access the wire for determination of the current and voltage
level.

4. Measurement techniques

We measured the current distribution on the buried wire for 0-1 MHz with a technique that is
described in section 4.1. Section 4.2 mentions the calibration factors of the current sensors in
combination with a lock-in detector.

4.1 Current distribution of bare metal wire

We use two wires and two power amplifiers (40 Watt, dc-l MHz) with a phase shift of 180
degrees to inject the current in the test-wire. Through the symmetry of the system, the current
flows only in one direction as mentioned in figure 2. The injected current returns to the source
through the soil. In simulation programs, for verifying the measurements, we define only one
source and use the specifications of the cable as input parameters.
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Figure 2; injection ofthe current with two power amplifiers in opposite phase

At each pit a current sensor, in combination with a lock-in detector, measures the current
amplitude and phase relative to the injection point. One current probe for all measurements
allows calculating directly the (complex) current at 10, 20 or 50 metres with respect to the
injected current. Measurements in both directions (eastern and western) are necessary to verify
the symmetry of the system. Figure 3 gives a schematic representation of a current sensor, used
in the measurements.

Y.2

Figure 3; Schematic representation ofcurrent sensor

Generally, the voltage of the current sensor depends on the current through the wire:

V = jOJMR2 .J
_2 R

2
+ jOJL

2
_1

(1)

(2)

with R2 the resistance (in n), co the angular frequency (in radians/s), M the mutual inductance
and L2 the (self-) inductance of the sensor (in Henry). In the measurements we use two types of
current probes: the self-integrating Pearson sensor (model number 110) and the Fischer sensor
(F-75 m.12), that differentiates into 50 n till 700 kHz and self-integrates for higher
frequencies. For a self-integrating current probe (core of iron or ferrite) the value of R2 is much
lower than the value of COL2. Formula (1) simplifies to:

V =MR2 • J_2 L _1
2

Mostly the bandwidth of a current probe is restricted, but the Pearson current sensor has -3dB
points at 1 Hz and 20 MHz, see datasheet in appendix 1. For all frequencies, we take the same
scaling factor for the Pearson probe: 100.3 mY/A. We calibrate the Fischer probe (and a Fluke
probe, used in later measurements) by using one Pearson probe as reference, see section 4.2.
The lock-in detector gives the voltage level of the current probe (VRMS) and the phase (in
degrees) with one Pearson probe, placed at the injection point, as reference input. In addition to
this measurement, we store on a digital scope the voltage output of both amplifiers and the
sinusoidal current signal measured by another Pearson sensor nearby the source.
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4.2 Calibration current sensors

The main current sensor for our measurements is model 110 from Pearson, that is self
integrating over a large frequency range. The current probe has a bandwidth of 1 Hz - 20 MHz,
a scaling factor of 0.1 VIA and an accuracy of +1/-0% (see appendix 1). We calibrate other
current probes using a Pearson sensor, that is calibrated at the TU/e in 2003, as reference. The
scaling factor of the calibrated sensor is 100.25 mV/A at 50 Hz and 100.3 mV/A at 5 kHz.
The Fischer F-75 sensor is usable from 10 kHz to 500 MHz and is self-integrating from 700
kHz to 500 MHz and has a transfer impedance of In (± 3 dB). For frequencies lower than 700
kHz, the sensor is self-differentiating and it is necessary to know the calibration factor.
Another sensor, the Fluke i1OOOs, is developed for the frequency range 5Hz to 100 kHz. For
both sensors, the calibration factor depends on the air gap between the two parts. It is critical to
close the probe consistently, so more measurements are done and the mean value is presented
in table 1 for the Fischer probes and in table 2 for the Fluke sensors. Figure 4A and 4B give a
graphical overview of the amplitude of Fischer "12" and Fluke "green". The load impedance
for the Fischer probe is 50 n; the Fluke sensor is connected directly to the scope (1 Mn), but
has an internal resistance R2 .

Table 1; calibration results ofthe Fischer sensors F-?5

Freq Fischer 12 Fischer 13 Fischer 14
(kHz) SF (VIA) Phi (0) SF (VIA) Phi (0) SF (VIA) Phi (0)

4.995 0.0563 84.40 0.050 84.05 0.0579 84.25
9.990 0.110 81.50 0.097 81.30 0.114 81.28

19.98 0.213 75.93 0.188 76.20 0.223 75.53

49.95 0.474 60.95 0.420 62.65 0.490 60.50

99.91 0.731 43.68 0.667 46.08 0.750 43.38
199.8 0.920 27.00 0.865 28.68 0.941 26.85
499.5 0.996 13.58 0.950 14.75 1.017 13.65
699.3 0.999 10.10 0.956 10.93 1.021 10.03

Table 2; calibration results ofthe Fluke sensors i1 OOOs

Freq. Fluke 1 ("green") Fluke 2 ("blue")
(Hz) SF (VIA) Phi (0) SF (VIA) Phi (0)

50 0.0964 7.78 0.0965 8.45
100 0.0981 6.15 0.0984 6.43
500 0.1006 2.38 0.1008 2.40

1000 0.1006 0.93 0.1008 0.88
2000 0.1006 -0.43 0.1008 -0.40
4995 0.1005 -2.55 0.1006 -2.53
9990 0.0999 -5.35 0.1001 -5.28

20.000 0.0982 -10.58 0.0985 -10.43
50.000 0.0911 -11.33 0.0914 -24.78
100.000 0.0757 -44.95 0.0761 -44.48
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For frequencies larger than 100 kHz (-3dB point), the mutual inductance of Fischer sensor
"12" is 1.75 IlH and the self-inductance is 87.2 IlH. Assume that R2 « coL2 and Rz is 50.0,
then the scaling factor is:

1.75·1O-6 x50
SFFischer= 6 ~1.0V/A, (3)

87.2·10-

that is equal to 0 dB, as figure 4A shows.

The mutual inductance for the Fluke sensor ("green") is 1.1 mH for frequencies less than 100
kHz (-3dB point). The self-inductance is 4.9 mH and the internal value of Rz is 0.465 .o. The
scaling factor is:

SF = 1.1.10-
3
x 0.465 ~ 0 1VIA

Fluke 4.9.10-3 • ,
(4)

that is equal to -20 dB, as figure 4B shows.

5. Measurement results

We measure the current distribution for frequencies up to 900 kHz and fit the measured data in
Matlab, see section 5.1. The current amplitude and phase at 10, 20 and 50 metres distance,
with respect to the injected current is presented in section 5.2. Section 5.3 gives an overview of
the measured input impedance of the system. Different weather conditions can change the
results, so several measurements are done to determine the influence of the soil condition.

5.1 Fit the measured data

For the fit in Matlab, we assume that each scope trace can be represented at:

y, =A cos(OJt, ) + B sineOJtj ) +c . (5)

The fit calculates the variables A, B and C and minimizes the difference between the fit-data
and the stored data on the scoop, using formulas (4) and (5).
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I·=N-\

'L {Yi -[Acos(W'f)+Bsin(w'f)+C]f
/;=0

Partial differentiated:

(6)

a I;=N-\

- = L 2· {Yi -[Acos(w 'f,)+ Bsin(w ·f) +Cn ·cos(w ·f,) = 0
aA 1;=0

a I,=N-\

- = L 2· {Yi -[Acos(w 'f') +Bsin(w ·fi) +Cn· sinew 'f) =0 (7)
aB 1,=0

a I,=N-\

- = L 2'{Yi -[Acos(w 'f,)+ Bsin(w 'f,)+ Cn =0
ac 1,=0

The input of the equations (5) is the frequency, the values for y and the duration that the data
are stored on the scoop. Matlab calculates the variables A, B and C to reach the best fit, see
appendix 3. For a waveform in positive direction, equation (6) gives the complex values of the
voltage level respectively the current level [25]. The variables A and B determine the
amplitude and the phase (8 in radians) of these functions; see equation (7).

v =V . ej(OJI-Ov)
ampl

I = I . j(OJI-(J/)
_ ampl e

amplifude = ) A 2 + B2

phase = arctan(B/A)

(8)

(9)

To calculate the voltage level at the injection point, we subtract the voltage output of the
"eastern" amplifier from the output of the "western" amplifier. The input impedance is
determined with equation (8).

(10)

Finally, we compare the measured current distribution and the input impedance with the results
of the simulation program FEKO. FEKO, based on Method of Moments, obtains
electromagnetic fields and calculates the currents, see chapter 7 for more information. The
most important parameter to define (and change) in these programs is the conductivity of the
different layers in the soil (or the soil resistivity Psoil in Om) and the relative dielectric constant
Er . The input parameters of the simulation were changed to achieve better results.

5.2 Current distribution

Figure 5 present the current amplitude for the measurement performed on June 19 ("filled with
black") and July 15,2003 (no fill). The second measurement agrees with the first one; at most
frequencies the difference is less than 1 dB in the amplitude and 8 degrees in phase of the
current. Only at 50 metres, the current phase difference is larger and the results of the second
measurement do not agree with the first measurement for 750 and 900 kHz. Probably the
stream or other environmental parameters (sand hill, trees) influence the results, or the sensor
was not mounted correctly. This can also cause the difference in current amplitude at 10kHz.
New measurements can give definite answer, but are delayed more than 6 months due to the
reparation time ofboth amplifiers (see chapter 6 and appendix 2).
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Figure 5 shows, as expected:

• The current amplitude decreases with distance from the injection point for higher
frequencies; the current concentrates around the source.

• Also for low frequencies, e.g. 100 Hz, the current through the wire is at 10, 20 or 50
metres less than at the injected current, so the data points do not start at 0 dB.

• Enough data points are available to make three fluent curves of the current amplitude.
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Figure 6; current phase at 10, 20 and 50 metres with respect to the injected current
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Figure 6 shows, as expected:

• The current phase-shift of the measured current with respect to the injection current
increases for higher frequencies.

• For all frequencies, the current phase-shift increases when the distance to the source is
larger.

• Enough data points are available to make three fluent curves of the current phase-shift.

For using the measured data in high frequency models, we assume that the system has a good
symmetry. The current measured in the eastern direction should approximately be the same as
the current in the western direction. To check the symmetry of the system, we measured the
current distribution in the western direction for the frequencies I kHz, 10kHz, 100 kHz and
500 kHz, see figure 7A and 7B.
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Figure 7A and 7B; symmetry ofthe measurement system

Crosses in figure 7A and 7B show the results of the measurement in the eastern direction ("-");
the western direction ("+") is mentioned with circles. The figures show that the system
satisfies the symmetry requirements for the measurements at I0 and 20 metres, but has a
considerable deviation at 50 metres, possibly caused by the stream "Dommel" or a sand hill at
the other side.

5.3 Input impedance

Another important value of interest is the input impedance, measured with a Pearson current
sensor and the voltage output of both amplifiers. The results from two measurements, on July
and September 2003, are presented in table 3.
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Table 3; results input impedance

Frequency (kHz) ~input (0) Zinput (0)

0.10 5.4 + 0.3i 8.2 - 0.04i
1.0 NaN 7.9 + 0.5i

10 6.5 + 5.2i 8.8 + 5.6i
20 8.8 + 9.4i 10.4 + 9.9i
30 10.9 + 12.1i 12.8 + 14.0i
50 14.6 + 16.4i 17.5 + 20.0i

~-

100 21.2 + 23.8i 26.7 + 29.3i
200 31.2 + 34.6i 40.4 + 40.4i
300 38.3 + 43.1i 50.3 + 48.1i
500 49.3 +56.6i 67.8 + 60.5i
750 NaN NaN
900 66.7 +79.5i NaN

Remark: the difference in frequency for both measurements is negligible. The
output contains "NaN" (Not any Number) when there is no good fit possible.

The measured amplitude of the input impedance, in Ohm, for both measurements, is presented
in figure 8 and figure 9 gives the value of the phase of the input impedance. For higher
frequencies, the impedance increases proportionally to the root of the frequency and the phase
has a value of about 45 degrees, due to the skin-effect in the soil (in combination to the skin
effect of the cable).
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Figure 8; amplitude ofthe input impedances measured in June and September
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6. Discussion measurement results

Critical reviews of the measurement results lead to several remarks that should be taken into
account before modelling the results and make conclusions and recommendations.

• Due to the different weather conditions, we expect differences in the results for the
measurements in June and July. Nevertheless, the current amplitude differs less than 1
dB and the phase less than 8 degrees for most frequencies.

• The measurements are done with two power amplifiers (Amplifier Research, 40 Watt,
dc-l MHz). The specifications contain the information that the amplifier will operate
without damage or oscillation with any magnitude and phase of source and load
impedance. In the measurements, both amplifiers showed to be different, as appendix 2
"Output signals amplifiers" shows. In Matlab it is still possible to fit the data
(appendix 3) and make calculations with the measured data, but the fact remains that
the amplifiers do not meet their specifications.

• We measured the input voltage directly after both amplifiers. Because of an additional
inductance of the injection cable to the buried cable, this value can differ from the
modelling results. However, an additional measurement in February 2004, showed that
the input impedance is the almost the same when measuring the voltage level at the
wire (appendix 4).

• Environmental parameters at the measurement site, such as the water of the
"Dommel", a sand hill or several trees, can influence the measurement results. At 50
metres distance from the injection point the current through the wire in the western
direction appeared to be 3 till 5 dB higher than in the eastern direction. Probably the
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sand hill or a big tree at about five metres from the (western) pit makes the soil dryer
and the resistivity of the soil higher.

• In the results, we should take into account the phase-shift of the Pearson for high
frequencies. The Pearson is a wide band current sensor and has a phase-shift of 45
degrees (-3 dB point) at 20 MHz. According to the specifications of the sensor
(appendix 1), the phase-shift is less than 1 degree for frequencies below 300 kHz. At 1
MHz, the phase-shift is theoretically:

(
1·106 )

rp =arctan 6 ~ 2.9 degrees.
20·10

7. Comparison measurement and simulation results

(11)

We analyse the situation of the buried cable with the so-called simulation program FEKO. The
name FEKO is an abbreviation derived from the German phrase Feldberechnung bei Korpern
mit beliebiger Oberfliiche (Field computations involving bodies of arbitrary shape). As the
name suggests FEKO can be used for various types of electromagnetic field analyses involving
objects of arbitrary shapes. The program FEKO is based on the Method of Moments (MoM);
electromagnetic fields are obtained and the currents are calculated. Once the current
distribution is known, further parameters can be obtained e.g. the near field, the far field, radar
cross sections, directivity or the input impedance of antennas.
The two 75 metres long cables buried in the soil behave like an antenna and it is possible to
simulate the current distribution for a large frequency range and calculate the input impedance.
The parameters of the cable are known, such as the length, diameter and conductivity (O"copper ~

5.82xl07 S/m). The parameters of the soil however, depend on weather conditions and possibly
conducting materials in the ground [21,22,28]. According to the IEEE standard [14,15],
different types ofearth lead to other values for the soil resistivity, as mentioned in table 4.

Table 4; IEEE standards ofthe soil resistivity

Type of earth Average resistivity (Om)

Wet organic soil 10

Moist soil 100

Dry soil 1.000

Bedrock 10.000

Most models use a two or three layer structure of the soil that makes it possible to define
different values for the conductivity at different depths [1,2]. The advantage is for example,
that the ground water level can be taken into account. Not only the value of the conductivity
depends on the condition of the soil, but also the relative dielectric constant cr [27] discovered
that an empirical model for fitting the parameters for the effective permeability and
conductivity given by the expressions
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and

(13)

can be rather accurate in the frequency range from 1 kHz to 10 MHz. This model for the lossy
earth depends on three parameters: the high frequency dielectric constant Ceo, the dc
conductivity 0"0 and the frequency. In spite of the Messier model and the IEEE standards for
the conductivity of the soil, it is difficult to simulate the buried cable. The cable is buried
nearby the stream "Dommel" and there is a sand hill at the other side. Both can influence the
measured results, but cannot yet be defined in the FEKO-model. Besides the variation in soil
parameters, it is also possible to change the depth of the different layers. OPTFEKO, that
optimises simulation parameters to fit the input data, can only be used for seven variables:
gain, isotropic radiators, radiation pattern, radar cross section, impedance / reflection factor,
resonance and near field values. Manually, we choose many variations in depth and soil
parameters (0" and f:r ) to optimise the simulations to the measured data and get a better
understanding of the soil condition in the neighbourhood of the cable. Section 7.1 describes the
results of three simulations.

7.1 FEKO simulation results

Table 5 gives an overview of the chosen soil parameters and the depth of the different layers.
For each parameter set a run takes about 10 minutes and a more accurate calculation about 4
hours. The first simulation, FEKO 1, fits the data of pit "-I" and "-2" at distances of
respectively 10 and 20 metres from the injection point. The second and third simulations,
FEKO 2 and FEKO 3, find a compromise in the data of the three pits (the last one at a distance
of 50 metre). The simulation results at 50 metres are too high in comparison to the measured
data in the eastern direction. However, the current amplitude in the western direction (50m) is
higher, see section 5.1, and the model will fit better. FEKO 1 and 2 use only a two-layer soil
structure; on the other hand has FEKO 3 a three-layer structure.

Table 5; overview chosen simulation parameters

Erl PI Depth Er2 P2 Depth Er3 P3
(nm) (m) (nm) (m) (nm)

FEKO 1 10 250 0.90 10 50 Inf. n/a n/a

FEK02 10 300 0.55 10 30 Inf. n/a n/a

FEK03 10 600 0.40 10 180 0.80 10 20

Figures 10 and 11 present the current amplitude and phase for the simulations FEKO 1 and
FEKO 2 in comparison to the measured data on June 2003. The input impedance, in
comparison to the measured data on June and September 2003, is given in figure 12 and 13.
For higher frequencies, the amplitude of the input impedance increases proportionally to the
root of the frequency (or omega) due to the expected skin-effect, see formula (14). The phase
of the input impedance increases to about 45 degrees with the real part approximately equal to
the imagery part.

Z ::::: (1+ j)p =(1+ j)~P'JloJlrOJ
opp J 2 (14)

The amplitude of the input impedance in the simulations increases less than proportional to the
root of the frequency for 50 kHz and more. Also the phase doesn't reach 45 degrees in the
simulation output. In the simulation the phase decreases again between 20 kHz and 1 MHz.
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The decreased value of the measured phase of the input impedance, for frequencies higher than
100 kHz, can partially explained by the phase-shift of the Pearson sensor (appendix 1).
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8. Conclusions and recommendations

• Data from successful high frequency measurements are available to verify models that
are used for studying (HF-) grounding effects. It is possible to make a fluent curve
through the measurement points. Differences between the curve and the data points are
probably caused by the air gap of the current sensor.

• The results of the current distribution at 10 and 20 metres distance from the injection
point are reliable, because of a good symmetry in the system. At 50 metre, the
difference in the symmetry is larger, possibly caused by the stream "Dommel" or a
sand hill at the other side. Nevertheless, the measured data can be used in modelling the
buried wire.

• The measured value of the input impedance, in June and September 2003, can be used
in further investigations or simulations. As expected, the amplitude increases roughly
proportional to the root of the frequency and also the phase increases to about 45
degrees. The decreasing in phase for frequencies higher than 100 kHz also happen in an
additional measurement (see appendix 4), where the input voltage level is measured
directly over the buried wires (and not between both amplifiers as before).

• The phase-shift of the Pearson sensor, used for the determination of the input
impedance, is theoretically about 3 degrees at 1 MHz. It is desirable to determine the
exact phase-shift of the Pearson current sensor for frequencies above 100 kHz.

• The power amplifiers do not meet their specifications and generate too many
oscillations in the full-scale measurement at the buried wire (see appendix 2). The
amplifiers have been sent back to the USA and the reparation time delayed additional
investigations for more than half a year. However, in Matlab it is still possible to fit the
measured data and make conclusions to the measurements in 2003. The additional
measurement of the input impedance (February 2004) shows better results and no large
oscillations in the output signals of the amplifiers.

• To get a better understanding of the influences of the soil parameters and to check the
current distribution using the repaired amplifiers, additional measurements are
recommended, e.g. in cold weather conditions.

• For future measurements, it is recommended to work out the measured data directly at
the location. Then it is possible to check the measured data to the expectations and
available results from earlier measurements.

• One weakness of the simulating program FEKO, is the inability to fit the data for
different soil parameters. Besides, FEKO (based on the Method of Moment's
calculations) uses Green's functions for the layered structure that makes it not possible
to define different soil parameters in the horizontal direction. Future simulations,
possibly in other programs, are necessary to fit the simulation results more accurately
to the measured data.
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9. Overview locations railway measurements

We first arrange a measurement at a railway network in Leusden, the so-called "Pon-lijn".
Figure 14 gives an overview of the network that is partially out of use. The track at the left side
is used as grounding electrode. After the insulation, we inject a current directly into the track
and measure the current at several places using two LEM-flex coils, a HF-filter (-3dB at about
5 kHz) and a lock-in detector. Chapter 10 gives more information about the measurement
technique.

Insulation
Lemflexl

Rails used as
grounding electrode

Figure 14; overview location Leusden

Lemflex2

Third rail
(not connected)

Wagons (cars)

At about 750 metre, a switch connects a second track (with several wagons) to the track that
contains (a part of) the injected current. In consultation with Holland Railconsult, we chose for
this place, because the track is partially out of use and less parameters influence the
measurements. In fact, the measurement in Leusden proves the technique and prepares the
measurement in a larger and more complex location, the so-called OlO-location in Elst. A 50
Hz powered track that is still under construction, crosses the dc-fed North-South system, see
figure 15.

BA

a.c.

G
'" ..0 .. · - -- LO
'( - -- Ll

-- L2

d.c. 1L3,4,5

N

t

Figure 15; sketch ofthe set up ofthe North-South dc-tracks crossing the ac-track.

We measure the propagation of an ac-current in a dc-powered railway track. A power amplifier
(0) is connected between one rail (B) of the dc-system and a steel sheet piling belonging to a
bridge for a road crossing the dc-track. The rail insulation prevents the injected current to flow
in the northern direction. The closed loop for the current is formed by rail B and A via
interconnections at a few 100 metre. The current leaves the rails by its distributed contact with
the soil. Also the ac-bend is a return path of the injected current. The place of the source is
indicated by LO, the measurement positions by Ll until L5. See figure 16 for a more detailed
view of the North-South dc-fed railway track.
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Figure 16; overview ofthe dc-fed railway track at 010

Appendix 5 presents several pictures of the injection point, the locations of the measurements
and the connection between the ac-bend and the existing dc-fed track. The distance between
the injection point and location L5 is about four kilometres.

10. Measurement techniques

For the measurements in Leusden and Elst, we developed a measurement system based on
injection of a current in the railway track and synchronous detection of the current distribution.
Section lO.1 and 10.2 discuss the developed injection source respectively the current
measurement system.

10.1/njection source

A sinusoidal waveform (HP-Agilent function generator, model 33120), with frequency
accuracy of 10-7 provides the input signal for a 250 Watt power amplifier. The "hot" output of
the amplifier is connected to the railway track via a step-down transformer and a mains filter.
The "cold" output is connected to a sheet piling, that forms the connection to the ground. If
necessary, two amplifiers in parallel can reach an injection current of 10 Ampere at an input
impedance of 5.0 n. The transformers protect the power amplifiers against dc-currents and
make it easier to switch the voltage output of the injection source. In the 01 O-measurement, it
appeared that an additional series resistance was necessary to protect the source against the
existed dc-current. For all circumstances, the touch voltage at the railway track should be less
than 40 Volt. The mains ftlter carries the two floating output signals and forms, with a
maximum allowed current of 25 A, no restriction to the level of the injected current. The total
source is placed in an EMC-cabinet.

Function Power Step-down Powerline Sheet
generator ~ Amplifier ----. transformer r-------. filter r-------. piling and

(250 Watt) railway

Figure 17; overview injection source

An oscilloscope (RP Infinium) in combination with the program Labview registers the source
voltage and the injected current, using a Pearson current sensor after the mains filter. The
voltage level is the difference between the positive and negative output of the source,
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measured via two buffers that protect the equipment against disturbances. We reduce the input
signal with a factor 41.3 because the voltage difference can exceed the voltage level of the
buffers (± 15 Voc).

10.2 Current measurement

Four LEM-flex coils measure the current through the railway network. For each track, we add
the signals of two coils directly. Other currents in the track, such as the so-called Spoor Stroom
Loop IssL, are reduced (see figure 18A and 18B).

Iinjected

:
IssL

:

Figure 18A and 18B; currents in railway tracks and the position o/two LEM-flex coils

A lock-in detector determines the signal level from the LEM-flex coils, using another function
generator (same model, frequency accuracy is 10-7

) as reference input. A digital scope checks
the signal waveform. In Leusden we injected a 60 Hz current to avoid interference from 50 Hz
signals. In the 01 a-measurement we chose a frequency of 64 Hz, so there is no interference
from the sixth harmonic (60 ± 1.2 Hz) of an existing pulsed train detection system that
operates at 10 ± 0.2 Hz. Figure 19 gives an overview of the total measurement system.

Function
generator

•
Railway- 2LEM-

Low-pass
Lock-in

track r-------. flex coils ~
Filter

~ detector
(-3 dB at
5,3 kHz)

Figure 19; overview current measurement system

The sensitivity is high, since the detection bandwidth of the lock-in detector can be reduced to
0.1 Hz or less. Furthermore we can change the frequency of the whole system to a value with
less interference from other circuits.

10.3 Calibration sensors

The railway measurements require different sensors with different values for the mutual
inductance M. Again we calibrate the sensors and LEM-flex coils with a Pearson current
sensor as reference. As mentioned in section 4.1, the output of the Pearson that was calibrated
in 2003, is 100.25 mV for 1.0 Ampere, 50 Hz-current. Table 6 presents the scaling factors of
the current sensors or the mutual inductance of the LEM-flex coils. The calibration is done
with 1.0 Ampere current through the sensors. In addition, we determine the mutual inductances
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of two combinations of LEM-flex coils that we use in the OlO-measurement. The variation in
both coils is within 2 percent.

Table 6; calibration results

Sensor Frequency M Scaling
(Hz) (~H) factor

(mV/A)
Pearson 1 ("reference") 50Hz 100.25
Pearson 2 (model 110) 64Hz 100.7
Fluke current probe (model ilOOOs) 50Hz 96.5

LEM "brown" 0.3340
LEM "blue" 0.3323
LEM "orange" 0.3227
LEM "green" 0.3191

LEM "Yellow" 0.3337 *
(combination brown/blue)
LEM "Red" 0.3204 *
(combination orange/green)

* Measured via coaxial cable (60 m) and low-pass filter in an EMC-cabinet.

11. Results railway measurements

Section 11.1 presents the current distribution of the first railway measurement in Leusden on
October 9, 2003. The measured current distribution and input impedance in the 010
measurement, on 7-8 November 2003, are mentioned in section 11.2.

11.1 Current distribution Leusden

In Leusden we injected a 2.0 Ampere, 60 Hz-current in the railway track and measure the
current at different places. Table 7 gives the data from the lock-in detector and the distance
with respect to the injection point. The mean M-factor of the used LEM-flex sensors in
Leusden (brown and orange) is 0.33 ~H ± 4%. In the OlO-measurement, better combinations
of the sensors are used and the variation is limited to 2 percent (as mentioned in section 10.3).

Table 7; results measurement Leusden

Measurement Distance Data lock-in Current*
(m) (J.lV) (A)

1 0.0 -- --
2 1.0 234 1.88
3 7.0 180 1.45
4 9.7 168 1.35
5 12.5 154 1.23
6 42.5 171 1.37
7 196.5 148 1.19
8 305.5 105 0.84
9 613.5 44.5 0.36
10 753.5 23.7 0.19
11 1123.5 6.5 0.06

* The variation between both LEM-flex coils is ± 4% (M2Lemflexen = 0.33 IlH).
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Figure 20 shows the measured data against the distance including a trend line (linear curve that
fits the data). At about 400 metres (the lie-distance), 63 % of the current leads to the soil.

10~ .)
Measurement Railway Leusden, 09-10·2003

x
~')(..,. ...
~ .......... X

~ .

X

, , '

o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
Distance (m)

Figure 20; Graphical overview ofthe current against the distance

The current in the railway decreases rapidly for the first 50 metres. A third rail, not connected
to the main track, might influences the current measurement, but an additional measurement
("Leusden 2", see chapter 12) proved that the current through this rail is negligible.

11.2 Measurement at location 010

As mentioned before, the situation at 010 in Elst is more complex, but with the developed
system it is still possible to determine the amplitude of the current through the railway track.
The relative phase-drift of the function generators over three hours of measuring time is too
large, so the measured phase is only useful to determine the total current at one place (adding
the measured currents through two or three railway tracks). Table 8 gives an overview of the
current amplitude at the six locations: LO is the injection place and L1 to L5 are at distances of
respectively 100, 437, 2320, 3130 and 4260 metres. For each place, we measured the current
through all rails, using two pairs of LEM-flex coils ("red" en "yellow") with the calibrated
values for the mutual inductance.

Table 8;Results OlO-measurement

Current (A)
Measurement Place Distance Rail Rail Rail

(m) "A" "B" "middle"
LO 11.130 0 0.0 4.09 --
L1 11.230 100 0.0 2.08 --
L2 11.567 437 0,0 1.45 0.22
L3 13.450 2320 0.34 1.21 --
L4 14.260 3130 0.42 0.40 --
L5 15.390 4260 0.38 0.38 --
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Figure 21 shows the total current at each position; the currents through the parallel tracks have
been added vectorially. An exponential fit to all data (solid line) results in a lie distance of
about 2.2 krn. Large amount of conductors are present near the injection point that explain the
fast decay at short distances. A fit to the data as from 0.5 krn (dashed line) leads to a lie
distance twice as large: 4.5 krn.

•

•

~~~

-----------------------------------,.__...

, '. .. -:.
o 2

Distance (km)
3 4

Figure 21; exponential trend line 01 O-measurement

11.3/nput impedance

For simulations it is valuable to have an indication for the resistance to earth and the input
impedance at the injection point. We measure the voltage level over the insulation of the
railway track and the injected current with a Pearson sensor, see figure 22A respectively 22B.
Matlab fits the curves and calculates the amplitude and phase of both signals.

Figure 22A and 22B; voltage and current signals at the injection point

The absolute value of the input impedance in 010, about 1.5 Q (table 9), is much lower than in
Leusden (about 4.5 Q). To reduce the injected dc-currents it is necessary to place a resistance
(- 3.0 Q) in series with the negative injection cable that leads to the sheet piling. In future
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measurements, it is better to use an 8.0 mF capacitor (or a standard anti-interference capacitor
of 30 mH) for this purpose.

Table 9; data from the Matlab-fit

Amplitude Phase (rad) Phase (0)

Voltage 8.22 -2.34 -134.1
Current 0.577 -2.80 -160.2
Input impedance 1.43 0.46 26.1

12. Discussion measurement results

During the processing of the measurement results, questions about the used method arose. In
spite of a thorough preparation we cannot guarantee the aimed accuracy of 1-2 percent for all
measurements. Critical investigations at the university and a new measurement in Leusden
("Leusden 2") lead to new perceptions of the measurement set-up. Section 12.1 describes the
problems and complications by using the LEM-flex coils in the railway applications of the
railway measurements.

12.1 Critical review of using LEM-f1ex coils

The railway measurements and the investigations after it, lead to several complications by
using the LEM-flex coil for measuring the rail current:

• First, we introduce an error by adding the signals ofboth LEM-flex coils directly. Since
the hot side of one coil is connected to the cold side of the coaxial cable, an external
current can influence the output signal via the transfer impedance Zt of the cable. If a
connector makes good contact to the soil, the value of the output signal increases
dramatically; the common resistance decreases (Zt decreases too) and the common
mode current L:m influences the results directly (Vi = Icm·R).

• Any voltage between the coil and the conductor (the railway track) causes a current Ie
through the capacitance Cpo If Cp is evenly distributed over the length of the coil, the
current Ie effectively flows through half of the coil impedance Z = R + jUJL towards the
cable shield; here R is the resistance of the coil and L its selfinductance. As a result a
disturbing voltage Vd = Y-zZIe appears at the input of the signal cable, which cannot be
discriminated from an actual Ip signal anymore (see figure 23).

.............-¥

-----~.--IH- __
IIi
Ie :.-.

T

Figure 23; complications ofthe current sensor

• Usually, in dry weather conditions, the capacitance between the LEM-flex sensor and
the rail is about 30 pF. The coil has an internal resistance R ~ 65 fl. Assume the
voltage between the coil and the track is 5 Volt, approximately the touch voltage during
the measurements in Leusden (at 010 this is about 10 Volt). Due to capacitive
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coupling, the equivalent current, for two LEM-flex sensors in series, seen at the output
IS:

I = V ·Q)·CxO.5· Zint = 2.5.30.10-
12

x 32.5 :::; 30mA
eq Q).M 0.32.10-6

(15)

The input of the lock-in detector increases about 41lV in Leusden and 8 IlV in the 010
measurement. Earlier developed Rogowski coils at the university have an internal
resistance of 0.6 Ohm and a mutual inductance of 0.16 IlH. The equivalent current for
the same touch voltage is approximately 50 times lower, because of the smaller
resistance.
Not only the capacitive, but also the direct resistive coupling can change the output
signal. Neglecting this part is allowed when the resistance between the conductor and
sensor is much higher than lIroe. For example, we take into account the resistive part
at 60 Hz, when the resistance between the sensor and railway track is lower than:

1 1
R=--= 12 :::;88MO.

Q). C 21Z" ·60·30 ·10-
(16)

• In wet conditions, the capacitance between the LEM-flex sensor and the rail increases
heavily, up to 1.0 nF in water (R decreases to 2.7 MO!). Due to the capacitive coupling
(see formula 15), the equivalent current seen at the output is about 1 Ampere. Dry
insulation between the sensor and the railway track restore the capacitive coupling to
an acceptable level.

12.2 Corrections to the railway measurements

The complications, described in section 12.1, introduce uncertainties in the measurement
results of Leusden and 010. Data from the second measurement in Leusden give an indication
for the possible fault. The exact value of the fault depends on the touch voltage and the transfer
impedance of the cable at each place. However, calculations with an error of lOllV at each
point in Leusden and 15 IlV in 010 correspond to the worst-case situation. Figures 24 till 26
show the curves from the Leusden and 01O-measurement, including the assumed margins.
Using the least-square method [3] in Matlab, we obtain an exponential fit to the new data,
representing the current decay in Leusden and 010. Note that an exponential fit explicitly
assumes that the series impedance and the parallel conductance to ground are constant over the
considered rail length. Possibly conductors in the neighbourhood change the conductance to
the ground and cause differences between the measurement and the model.

a 200 400 600 800
Distance in m

1000 1200

Figure 24; current summedfor both rails as function ofdistance measured in Leusden
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In the first Leusden-measurement, we inject a 2 A current at 60 Hz. Figure 24 shows the
current as function of distance from the injection point; the error bars indicate the current
uncertainty. For the largest distance only the upper limit can be given. The straight line is an
exponential fit to the data with a lie distance of 0.48 ± 0.1 km. Additional conductors parallel
to the track could have explained the faster decay at short distances, but their current is
negligible as a second measurement shows. In "Leusden 2" we inject 1 A current at 60 Hz;
figure 25 shows the current as function of the distance and the error bars indicates the
uncertainty. Now the lie distance is approximately 0.45 ± 0.08 km.

700600500200100a 300 400
Distance in m

Figure 25; current summedfor both rails as function ofdistance measured in "Leusden2"

In the OlO-measurement, the 4 Ampere injected current had a frequency of 64 Hz to prevent
interference from nearby pulsed current train detection circuits. Figure 26 shows the measured
current distribution. At each position, the currents through the parallel tracks have been added
vectorially. A fit to all data (solid line) results in a lie distance of 2.2 ± 0.7 km. Again a fast
decay at short distances is apparent. In contrast to Leusden, large amounts of other conductors
are present near the injection point, such as a steel sheet piling and major constructions. The
'less perturbed' track starts at about 0.5 km. A fit to these data only (dashed line) corresponds
to a lie distance twice as large: 4.4 ± 0.7 km. Over the last 2 kilometres the current decay is
small, if any occurs at all within the given accuracy.

.• I

a 1 234
Distance in km

Figure 26; current summed for all rails as function ofdistance measured in OJ 0
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13. Self-impedance railway track

For modelling the railway measurements, it is necessary to know a value of the track self
impedance. The track impedance will change for different frequencies, but also for different
current amplitudes. Many investigations, mostly theoretical, are done by RJ. Hill [9-13]. His
papers give a lot of information, e.g. about the influences of the traction system and earth
leakage effects. Hill presents the results of calculations by using a transmission line model and
finite element methods for different frequencies and current amplitudes. A few measurements
verify the simulation models, but directly using the values from Hill can lead to errors in our
simulations. Because Hill's measurement set-up isn't clear and the models are mostly used for
larger currents at other frequencies, we decided to do our own measurements We inject 1
Ampere current in a railway and measure precisely the voltage level over 7 metres at four
different positions, as figure 27 shows.

Figure 27; Graphical overview ofthe wires on the railway track

Since the voltage depends on the place of the wire (integral of the electric field around the rail
and measuring lead), we made four different connections. The voltage on the left side is zero,
using a so-called Wagner-earth (see appendix 6) to reduce eM-voltage seen in the differential
amplitude. We measure the voltage difference over each line and additionally between two
points at one side. Table 10 presents the results for 1.0 A current at 60 Hz, appendix 7
mentions all results (for frequencies up to 10kHz).

Table 10; results measurement internal track-impedance at 60 Hz

Position Output Amplitude Phase
(J.1V per 7m) resistance (Jln/m) (del?;rees)

1 1.024 146.3 51.4"
2 0.690 98.6 38.2
3 0.644 92.0 35.4
4 0.789 112.7 42.4

Ril?;ht side
1-2 0.39 - -107
1-3 0.45 - -107
1-4 0.27 - -106
2-3 0.06 - -117
2-4 0.11 - 73
3-4 0.17 - 72

* Correction 0.6 degrees for the phase of the Pearson and 1.0 degrees for the pre-amphfier.
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On the left side the output signal is approximately 0.01 or 0.02 mY, caused by the voltage
difference and cross talk between two points at several centimetres distance. The connectors at
the right side give a larger output level, because the voltage difference is measured over 7
metres. The influence of the enclosed magnetic flux is clearly visible. As we expect, the wire
in position 1 gives the largest voltage output and the wires in position 2 and 3 the lowest. The
current density is higher on the top of the rails and on both sides in the bottom of the rails.
Moreover, electric field lines cross over from the top to the bottom of the rail and the electric
field density at positions 2 and 3 is smaller than at positions 1 and 4.
These data give a value for the surface impedance of the rails at four different places. Actually,
the self-impedance always depends on the position of the conductor for the return current (the
other rail). Our models for the Leusden-measurement use the top value ("worst case" situation)
of the four measured self-impedances at 60 Hz: Zintemal = 129.1 + j.161.7 I-ln/m.

14. Modelling measurement Leusden

For the modelling of the measurement in Leusden, we use the ladder network described in [29]
and [16]. Figure 28 gives a schematic representation of one conductor or rail. The capacitance
C (F) and the conductance G (S/m) represent the admittance to the earth. The resistance R (0.)
and the inductance L (H) are the components for the self-impedance of the rail and the flux
density in the air.

Zin ------. G

Figure 28; Schematic representation o/the railway track in Leusden

(18)where Is = length of one section

The impedance to the ground for an infinite long track (or ladder network) is equal to:

Z Zs z/ ZS h Z .. d . (17)
inf = -2 + - + - were s = senes lmpe ance per sectiOn

4 Yp Yp = shunt admittance per section

In Matlab (see appendix 8) we use for the series impedance per section, the maximum
measured self-impedance of one rail and neglect the influence of the flux density in the air.
Earlier measurements [29] of current distribution in cables show the validity of this
assumption. At 60 Hz, the conductance G dominates the shunt admittance per section; G varies
in railway tracks from 2.5 SIkm to 100 SIkm. The model assumes that the conductance to the
ground is equal for the total track length. Usually differences in ballasts or soil characteristics
change the value of the conductance per section. However, this simulation model satisfies our
purposes and we can verify the measurement results. The current to the soil per section
decreases exponentially. A definition for the attenuation distance a-I is:

-1 Isa = -....,....-----==---
Re(~ZXp )

At this distance, 63% of the current is injected in the soil; at 2a-1 the injected percentage is
86%. The measured lie distances for "Leusden 1", "Leusden 2", mentioned in section 12.2,
lead to a value for the conductance G, neglecting the capacitance to earth. In Leusden 1 and 2,
G is 52.8 S/krn (+31.9 -16.8) respectivily 58.8 SIkm (+38.4 -19.4). Figure 29 presents the
simulated current decay in comparison to the measurements in Leusden with G = 56 SIkm.
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Using all data points in 010, the conductance to ground is 2.5 S/km (+2.8 -1.1) and on the less
perturbed track, G = 0.6 S/km (+0.3 -0.2). For safety reasons the conductance to the ground is
higher in 010, than it is in Leusden. The current decay for the train detection system should
not be too high. In Leusden there is no train detection system and the conductance to the
ground doesn't matter that much.

r
10.,,---1_·__-,-I__-.l.'__---L' i'--__L'__-.1. _

o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Distance (m)

Figure 29; measurement and simulation o/the current decay in Leusden

15. Conclusions and recommendations

• Adding the output signals of two LEM-flex sensors has the advantage that the result is
independent from other currents circulating in the railway track. However, by adding
the signals directly, an external current can influence the result too much via the
transfer impedance of the sensor and cable.

• Since the LEM-flex sensor has a high internal impedance (65 .0), any voltage between
the coil and the railway track causes an error on the output signal via the capacitive
coupling. This effect increases in particular when using two sensors and adding the
output levels directly.

• In wet conditions, without insulation between the conductor and the sensor, LEM-flex
sensors cannot be used in very accurate measuring methods. The capacitance/resistance
to the sensor (up to 1 nF) leads to unacceptable errors in the result. In dry conditions,
the capacitance is much lower, but still influences the measurement results.

• According to the possible errors in the Leusden and 0 IO-measurement, margins are
used for calculating the lie distance of the injected current. In Leusden ("1") the
distance is about 0.48 ± 0.1 km. At the OlO-location this value is 2.2 ± 0.7 km for all
data, but twice as large for the data from the 'less perturbed' track.
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• Detennination of the self-impedance for one rail is ambiguous. At four positions, the
measured impedance is different, because of the current concentration in the rails and
possible interference of the return current. It is desired to simulate the self-impedance
of a rail and verify the measurements up to 10kHz. For the simulation of the current
decay in Matlab, the maximum (worst-case) value for the self-impedance is used.

• The Matlab simulation verifies the measured data and gives an indication of the current
decay in different situations. The conductance to the ground in Leusden, G ~ 56 S/km,
appears to be larger than in the 010 measurement, where G ~ 2.6 S/km. Probably, for
safety reasons, the conductance to the ground in 010 is restricted, so the current needed
for the train detection system remains on the rails.

• It is to be recommended to use other current sensors for future measurements in railway
networks. The disadvantages of the LEM-flex sensors exceed the advantages (small
sized, flexibility) by creating possible errors in the results. More investigations are
necessary to verify if other sensors, already available at the university, can be used.

• It is recommended to use a Global Positioning System (GPS) for the fased reference
frequency in future measurements. Using this system, makes it possible to measure the
phase-shift for the different positions over an extended period of time (up to one day).
The detennination of the phase is welcome additional infonnation for the simulation
models, which are usually limited to relative amplitudes.
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Appendix 1: Pearson current probe

PEARSON ELECTRONICS INC.

PEARSON Tf
'l

CURRENT
MONITOR
MODEL 110

Sensitivity

Output resistance

Maximum peak current

Maximum rrns current

Droop rate

Useable rise time

Current time product

Low frequency 3dB cut-off

High frequency 3dB cut-off

Ilf figure

Output connector

Operating temperature

Weight

0.1 VolVAmpere +1/-0%

50 Ohms

5000 Amperes

65 Amperes

0.8 %/rnillisecond

20 nanoseconds

0.5 Ampere-second max."

1 Hz (approximate)

20 ~'lHz (approximate)

1.5 peak AmpereslHz

BNC (UG-290A/U)

o to 65°C

22 ounces

.. Maximum current-time product can be obtained by using
core-reset bias as described in the Application Noles.
0.2 Ampere-second is typical without bias.

;; 1999 P"mson EI"droniGs. ~lC. 110.SPX·99050"

RO.130
0.100

2.510
2.490

r -----
~L--{-+J--+-----I---

3.025
2.995

1.010 I I
0.980 -I I-

.0.192
0.162

14----- 4.395
+.365

4.030
4.000

Pearson Electronics, Inc.• 4009 Transport Street· Palo Alto, CA 94303
Telephone 650-494-6444 • FAX 650-494-6716 • w\'Vw.pearsonelectronics.com
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PEARSON ELECTRONICS INC,

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
PHASE SHIFT

Log Output

I
I
1
I

Slope 1
-20 dB/Decode I

[ +1%, -0% I UhlCAUBRATt'D
[ I [REGION

~1~~H.om~!
I :3 dB points I I
[ r I

-- ...J-4_ [ [
__iyJ I~ I

=====d ~--_ ~ 'i-I I Factor of 80 I I
I I in trom :3 dB poInts 1 I
I [
I r

LO'N 3 dB point High 3 dB point

45'

3 dB
o dB

-3 dB

Phose <I"
Shift 6"

-._--- Log Frequency --_...-

Pearson Current Monitors exhibit amplitude response and phase shift as a function of
frequency similar to that depicted in the above figure. To apply this graph to a specific
model, use the low and high 3 dB points given in the specification sheet.

101999 Pearson 8ectronlcs, Inc.

Pearson Electronics, Jnc. • 4009 Transport Street • Palo Alto, CA 94303
Telephone 650-494~6444 • FAX 650-494-6716 • W"vWY.pearsonelectronnics.com
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Appendix 2: Output signals amplifiers

Figure 30; 1.0 kHz voltage output ofboth amplifiers (September 2003)

Figure 31; 1. 0 kHz current output ofboth amplifiers measured with Pearson probe (September 2003)
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Figure 32; 100 kHz voltage output ofboth amplifiers (September 2003)

Figure 33; 100 kHz current output ofboth amplifiers measured with Pearson probe (September 2003)
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%frequency (kHz)
%real part
%imag part
%offset (V)

Appendix 3: Matlab program fitdat1.m
for n=1:12

for channel=1:4
freq = [100.9 1010 9.525e3 20.03e3 30.20e3 50.25e3 99.91e3 199.8e3 299.7e3 499.5e3 749.3e3 899.2e3];
f = freq(n);

[A,B,C]=textread(TEK.txt','%d%s%s');
nr = 4'(n-1 )+channel;
w = dlmread(char(C(nr)));

t=W(:,1 );
y=w(:,2);
T = t(1 0000)-t(1);

[O,E,F,yc]=sincosfit(y,f,T);
%RESULTS FIT

Result(nr, 1) = f/1 000;
Result(nr,2) = 0;
Result(nr,3) = E;
Result(nr,4) = F;

figure(nr);
plot(t,y,t,yc);grid
title(sprintf('Frequency is %3.3f kHz; channel %d',(f/1000), channel));
xlabel('time (s)');
ylabel('original data and fit (V)');

dat(:,nr)=y;
fit(:,nr)=yc;

end
01 = Result(4'(n-1 )+1 ,2);
02 = Result(4'(n-1)+2,2);
03 = Result(4'(n-1)+3,2);
E1 = Result(4'(n-1 )+1,3);
E2 = Result(4'(n-1 )+2,3);
E3 = Result(4'(n-1)+3,3);

%VOLTAGE
Vampl(n)=sqrt«01-02)1\2+(E1-E2)1\2);
Vphi(n)=atan2«E1-E2),(01-02»);
V(n)=Vampl(n)*exp(-i'Vphi(n»);

%CURRENT
lampl(n)=sqrt(031\2+E31\2)/(100.3e-3);
Iphi(n)=atan2(E3,03)+pi; "%the factor "pi" compensates the "wrong" direction of the current probe.
l(n)=lampl(n)*exp(-;'lphi(n));

%INPUT-IMPEOANCE
Zphi(n)=Vphi(n)-lphi(n);
Zampl(n)=Vampl(n)/lampl(n);
Z(n)=Zampl(n)*exp(-i'Zphi(n)); %waveform in positive direction
Ztest(n)=V(n)/l(n);

end
»FUNCTION SINCOSFIT.M

function [O,E,F,ycl = sincosfit(y,f,T)
N=length(y);

ti = «0:N-1 )'TIN)';
om = 2'pi'f;

s = sin(om'ti);
c = cos(om'ti);

s2 = sum(s:s);
sc = sum(s:c);
c2 = sum(c:c);
yc = sum(y:c);
ys = sum(y:s);
ss = sum(s);
cc = sum(c);
smy = sum(y);

Mat = [c2 sc cc;
sc s2 ss;
cc ss Nl;

Rhs = [ yc; ys; smy];
Sol= Rhs'/Mat;

0= Sol(1);
E = Sol(2);
F = Sol(3);
yc = D*c+E*s+F;
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Appendix 4: Measurement results buried cable

The next tables give the results of the measurements at the buried cable, done at June 19 and
July 15 (2003).

JUNE19

Injection point 10 meter eastern 20 meter eastern 50 meter eastern

Frequency Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase
(kHz) (mV) (0) (mV) (0) (mV) (0) (mV) (0)

0.101 0.268 86.6 0.241 86.6 0.205 86.7 0.07 86.8
r----

1.010 2.54 87.3 2.27 86.7 1.89 86.0 0.72 84.1

9.525 19.8 85.0 15.0 79.7 9.58 74.5 4.9 59.5
--

20.03 38.1 81.6 31.5 70.8 24.9 58.9 8.1 22.9

30.20 52.1 78.6 41.6 64.1 29.9 49.1 8.6 -1.5

50.25 73.9 73.1 54.6 53.8 32.8 36.5 8.1 -40.4

99.91 331 64.5 211 36.8 127 6.0 15.2 -108

199.8 299 69.7 156 33.2 75.8 -16.0 3.74 -176

299.7 318 85.4 143 37.2 58.7 -19.7 1.55 -233

499.5 214 125 78.0 63.0 24.3 -13.6 0.20 -295

749.3 181 177 53.8 101 12.9 1.9 0.04 -334

899.2 119 248 31.8 162 6.50 51.3 0.01 -276

JULy 15

Injection point 10 meter eastern 20 meter eastern 50 meter eastern

Frequency Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase Amplitude Phase
(kHz) (mV) (0) (mV) (0) (mV) (0) (mV) (0)

0.1075 0.0002 90.7 0.0002 90.8 0.0002 91.8 0.0001 88.4

1.025 0.0017 89.0 0.0015 88.3 0.0013. 87.6 0.0004 85.2

10.21 0.016 87.4 0.014 81.0 0.012 73.9 0.0038 51.0

19.40 0.028 85.4 0.024 74.5 0.019 62.3 0.0059 20.9

29.92 0.040 83.5 0.032 69.1 0.024 52.3 0.0072 -6.8

50.20 0.057 81.5 0.042 62.8 0.029 38.5 0.0089 -52.2

99.91 0.097 65.1 0.062 40.7 0.038 7.3 0.0045 -116

199.80 0.094 75.4 0.050 36.8 0.024 -9.0 0.0012 -191

299.70 0.083 90.7 0.039 43.5 0.016 -14.2 0.0004 -224

499.50 0.065 132 0.024 70.2 0.0076 -6.2 0.0001 -226

749.30 0.080 202 0.024 128 0.0056 30.2 0.0001 -215

899.50 0.062 246 0.018 162 0.0036 57.9 0.0000 -215
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The results of the additional measurement of the input impedance in February 2004.

Frequency Amplitude Phase Frequency Amplitude Phase
(kHz) (0) (0) (kHz) (0) (0)

0.10 6.4 -1.1 50.0 25.0 46.8

0.50 6.3 2.0 70.0 29.9 46.0
1.00 6.3 5.4 100 36.0 45.0
2.00 6.4 11.3 200 50.7 42.8
5.00 7.3 25.6 300 61.3 41.1
10.0 9.6 38.7 500 77.2 39.5
15.0 12.1 44.3 750 91.4 38.4
19.6 14.2 46.6 900 97.6 37.3
30.0 18.7 47.7
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Appendix 5: Pictures 010-Measurement

The existing dc-track and on the right side the sheet

piling.

Location "Ll ": connection between the ac-bend

and the dc-fed railway track

Overview from the sheet piling: in front the ac-bena

and in the background the dc-fed railway track.

Location "L5" at about 4 kilometers distance from

the injection point.
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Wagner
earth

Appendix 6: Wagner-earth

One way of greatly reducing this effect is to keep the null detector at ground potential, so there
will be no AC voltage between it and the ground, and thus no current through stray
capacitances. However, directly connecting the null detector to ground is not an option, as it
would create a direct current path for stray currents, which would be worse than any capacitive
path. Instead, a special voltage divider circuit called a Wagner ground or Wagner earth may be
used to maintain the null detector at ground potential without the need for a direct connection
to the null detector.

_1_

em;)

The Wagner earth circuit is nothing more than a voltage divider, designed to have the voltage
ratio and phase shift as each side of the bridge. Because the midpoint of the Wagner divider is
directly grounded, any other divider circuit (including either side of the bridge) having the
same voltage proportions and phases as the Wagner divider, and powered by the same AC
voltage source, will be at ground potential as well. Thus, the Wagner earth divider forces the
null detector to be at ground potential, without a direct connection between the detector and
ground.
There is often a provision made in the null detector connection to confirm proper setting of the
Wagner earth divider circuit: a two-position switch, so that one end of the null detector may be
connected to either the bridge or the Wagner earth. When the null detector registers zero signal
in both switch positions, the bridge is not only guaranteed to be balanced, but the null detector
is also guaranteed to be at zero potential with respect to ground, thus eliminating any errors
due to leakage currents through stray detector-to-ground capacitances.
A Wagner earth or Wagner ground is a voltage divider circuit added to AC bridges to help
reduce errors due to stray capacitance coupling the null detector to ground.
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Appendix 7: Results internal impedance railway track

The current through the rails is 1.00 Ampere (±l %). The phase-shift of the Pearson sensor is
determined for the different frequencies; the results of the measured voltage are corrected to a
zero degrees reference signal.

Frequency Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Position 4

(Hz) (mV) (0) (mV) (0) (mY) (0) (mY) (0)

40 0.114 48.5 0.081 35.3 0.077 32.7 0.092 39.1

60 0.146 50.4 0.099 37.2 0.092 34.4 0.113 41.4
f---

100 0.199 51.5 0.126 37.6 0.116 34.3 0.146 43.3

200 0.301 51.8 0.169 36.3 0.152 32.4 0.208 44.4

500 0.515 51.6 0.242 35.4 0.209 30.3 0.330 45.3

1.000 0.773 50.5 0.317 34.9 0.261 28.7 0.473 45.6
--

2.000 1.15 48.6 0.417 34.5 0.325 27.4 0.683 45.3

5.000 1.85 42.9 0.544 29.0 0.381 18.2 1.05 40.8

10.000 2.65 36.0 0.680 23.9 0.427 10.5 1.48 34.5

Frequency Position 1 - 2 Position 1 - 3 Position 1 - 4

(Hz) (JlY) (0) (JlY) (0) (JlY) (0)

60 55.3 -106 63.3 -106 38.9 -103

60 • 55.9 -107 63.7 -107 39.3 -105

500 293 -115 332 -115 191 -118

1.000 479 -119 543 -119 306 -122

Position 2 - 3 Position 2 - 4 Position 3 - 4

60 8.1 -108 16.3 68.7 24.3 70.0

60 • 8.6 -116 15.7 74.1 23.9 72.9

500 41.2 -118 100 70.2 140 68.4

1.000 66.9 -120 171 66.2 235 64.7

* gain pre-amplifier of the second 60 Hz measurement is 100 instead of 1000 for the first measurement.
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Appendix 8: Matlab-program for modelling Leusden

%This is only a part of the whole program, but gives and indication of the used method.

kmax= 250;

Zs = 10 *(121 + 102*i)*le-6;
Ys=l/Zs;
Yg=10/le3 *(2.5 + 2*pi*64*0.5e-6);
Zg=l/Yg;

Z(kmax+1)= zeros(size(kmax+1));

% Maximum value for G is 100 S/k:m, minimum is 2.5 S/km

for k = 1:kmax % Number of sections for modelling the cable or railway.
Zin(l) = Zs + Zg;
Zin(k+1)= Zs + (Zin(k)*Zg)/(Zin(k)+Zg);

end

Zinf= Zs/2 + sqrt(ZsI\2/4 +Zs*Zg);

%CALCULATION CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
Y=zeros(kmax);

for k=l:kmax
ifk == 1

Y(k,k)=Ys;
Y(k,k+1)=-Ys;

e1seif k<kmax
Y(k,k)=2*Ys+Yg;
Y(k,k-1 )=-Ys;
Y(k,k+1)=-Ys;

elseif k = kmax
Y(k,k)=Ys+Yg;
Y(k,k-1)=-Ys;

end
end

d=zeros( 1,kmax);
I=zeros(l,kmax)';
I( 1)= 1.0;
d( 1)= 1;

Z=inv(Y);
V=Z*I;

for n = 1:kmax

ifn < kmax
d(n+1)=n*10;
end

ifn>= 2
I(n-1 )=(V(n-1)-V(n))/Zs;
end

end

% 1.0 ampere injection at the source
% distance from the source in metres

% ATTENUATION CONSTANT 1/a1pha (= lie distance in metre)
Is =10; % length of one section
alpha = real(sqrt(Zs*yg))/ls;

D = lIalpha
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%RESULTS MEASUREMENT LEUSDEN 1,09-10-2003

posl = [0 1 6 2.72.830 154109308 140 510-140];
posl = cumsum(posl);
posl(l) = [];

v60geml = 0.5*[ 2341801681541711481054695/4 (9+17)/4 ]*le-6;
% 60 Hz data, related to 1.0 A source

Iml = v60geml/(2 *pi*64*0.33e-6);

%RESULTS MEASUREMENT LEUSDEN 2,10-12-2003

pos2 = [0.6 20 55 200309 610];

v60gem2 = [124.4 128.6 123.1 101 63 20.3]*le-6;

i60gem2 = v60gem2/(2*pi*60*0.3337e-6);
i60gem2(I) = v60gem2(1 )/(2*pi*60*0.3204e-6);
i60gem2(5) = v60gem2(5)/(2*pi*60*0.3204e-6);

1m2 = i60gem2;

%PLOT FIGURES

% measured at 1.0 Ampere source

figure(l)
d(kmax)=NaN;
l(kmax)=NaN;

d = d(1 :0.5*kmax);

1= 1(1:0.5*kmax);

plot(pos1,lml ,pos2,1m2,d,abs(I))
grid

figure(2)
semilogy(pos1,lml ,pos2,1m2,d,abs(I))
grid

% the simulation is done for a tracklength of2.5 Ian,
% so after 3000 metre the value of the current is zero.
% We only need to know the values till about 1.25km.
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